Abstract-The Golden code is a full rate, full diversity 2 x 2 linear dispersion space-time block code (STBC) that was constructed using cyclic division algebras. The underlaying algebraic structure provides the exceptional properties of the Golden code: cubic shaping and non-vanishing minimum determinant.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Golden code was proposed in [1] as an optimum 2 x 2 linear dispersion space-time block codes for a 2 x 2 MIMO system. In this paper, we analyze the application of the Golden code to wireless networks for multimedia traffic, which demand very high spectral efficiency coding schemes with low packet delay. In order to achieve the performance, the combination of multiple transmit/receive antennas with OFDM has attracted most interest for next generation physical layers. Currently, channel bandwidths allocated in the most recent standards are about 20MHz. In order to achieve bit rates of several hundreds Mbit/s, a few multiple antennas are not sufficient, so that bandwidth efficient coding becomes necessary.
Wireless channels are commonly modeled as block fading channels. Let W denote the total channel bandwidth and T. denote the maximum latency that can be tolerated by the real time applications. Let T1 be the channel coherence time and B, the channel coherence bandwidth. In the block fading model the channel coefficients are assumed to be constant over a frame of duration T, and vary independently from one frame to another. Similarly, for the frequency domain channel transfer function is assumed to be constant over a subband of width B, and vary independently from one subband to another.
In reality, indoor wireless channels are mostly impaired by multipath, which results in a relatively small With this scenario it is common practice to design systems where Te < T, and Af -Bc, which results in a slow fading in time and a fast fading in frequency (see Fig. 1 ).
In this case each frame will see a non time-varying transfer function H(f, t) = H(f). Depending on the application, a coded system will employ a certain number N, of timefrequency slots within a frame to transmit one codeword. We will assume that N, divides exactly the total number NtNf of time-frequency slots within a frame, i.e., NtNf = KN, where K is the number of codewords per frame. In the 2 x 2 MIMO case, when the antenna separation is sufficiently large, we have ntnr = 4 independent channels that can be exploited to gain diversity. In order to transmit a 2 x 2
Golden codeword X we need N, = 2 time-frequency slots. The careful concatenation of the Golden code with an outer trellis code provides a robust solution for high rate transmission over such channel. We will discuss different solutions for the application of Golden space-time trellis coded modulation (GST-TCM).
As an inner code, the Golden code guarantees full diversity for any spectral efficiency, and the outer trellis code is used to improve the coding gain. We note how the NVD property for the inner code is essential when using a TCM scheme: such schemes usually require a constellation expansion, which will not suffer from a reduction of the minimum determinant.
We therefore develop a systematic design approach for GST-TCM schemes. Lattice set partitioning, combined with a trellis code, is used to increase the minimum determinant.
The Viterbi algorithm is used for trellis decoding, where the branch metrics are computed by using a lattice sphere decoder [6] for the inner code. It is shown that the proposed TCMs achieve significant performance gains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the system model. Section 4 reviews the Golden code. Section 3 presents code design criteria. Section 4 presents the GST-TCM scheme. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
The following notations are used in the paper. The Frobenius norm of a matrix is denoted by 1 IIF. Let Z8 be the 8-dimensional integer lattice and E8 be the Gosset lattice, the densest sphere packing in 8 dimensions [13] .
In this paper, we use Q-QAM constellations with Q = 2q. We assume the constellation is scaled to match E[i] + (1 + i)/2, i.e., the minimum Euclidean distance is set to 1 and it is centered at the origin. For example, the average energy is Es = 0.5,1.5, 2.5, 5,10.5 for Q = 4, 8,16, 32, 64. Signal to noise ratio is defined as SNR = ntEb/No, where 
II. THE GOLDEN CODE
The Golden code was proposed in [1] as an optimum 2 x 2 linear dispersion space-time block codes for a 2 x 2 MIMO system. The code is constructed using a particular family of division algebras, named cyclic division algebras.
It is built over a quadratic extension of the base field Q(i), where i2
_1, thereby enabling to use arbitrary Q-QAM constellations. The inherent integer lattice structure provides efficient constellation shaping, leading to the information lossless property [5] . The base field Q(i) also provides the non-vanishing determinant (NVD) property for the Golden code, i.e., the minimum determinant remains constant for any QAM size. It was shown in [3] that the NVD guarantees to achieve the fundamental performance limit of the multipleinput multiple-output (MIMO) systems, given by the diversitymultiplexing tradeoff (DMT) [4] .
Following [1] and [2] , we review the algebraic properties of the Golden code, which is built using the cyclic algebra Since i is not a norm of any element of L, A is a cyclic division algebra [2] . By definition, the codebook obtained is linear, full rate (since it contains four information symbols a, b, c, d), and fully diverse. Thus the minimum determinant of the infinite code is bounded away from zero, as required by the NVD property. Finally, we note that in the second row of the codeword X the factor i guarantees a uniform average transmitted energy from both antennas in both channel uses, since i2 1. III. CODE DESIGN CRITERIA Let us first consider the slow fading channel in (1). Assuming that a codeword X is transmitted, the maximum-likelihood receiver might decide erroneously in favor of another codeword X. Let r denote the rank of the codeword difference matrix X -X. Since the Golden code is a full rank code, we have r = nt = 2.
Let A\,j = 1,..., r, be the eigenvalues of the codeword distance matrix A (X -X)(X -X)t. Let A =H Aj be J=1 the determinant of the codeword distance matrix A and Amin be the corresponding minimum determinant, which is defined as A(') = min det (A). The pairwise error probability (PWEP) is upper bounded by (4) where ntnr is the diversity gain and (Amin)1 n is the coding gain [7] . In the case of linear codes analyzed in this paper, Let us now consider the fast fading channel in (2) . In this case the PWEP is upper bounded by
Es) 6 where L' is minimum number of non-zero determinants det ((Xk -Xk)(Xk-X)t)
and the minimum determinant in the case of linear codes is given by
Note how L' mimics the role of the Hamming distance which was used in the design of STTC for fast fading proposed by Tarokh et al. in [7] . The diversity order of the code over the fast fading channel is thus increased by a factor L'. mmX702X2Lk=l that attempt to maximize these two quantities, by using set partitioning to increase the number L' and the magnitude of the non zero terms det (XkXt). This will yield codes that are robust to both types of channels.
IV. GOLDEN SPACE-TIME TRELLIS CODED MODULATION
In this section, we propose a systematic design approach for Golden Space-Time Trellis coded (GST-TCM). We analyze the design problem of this scheme by using Ungerboeck style set partitioning rules for coset codes [9] [10] [11] . The design criterion for the trellis code is developed in order to maximize the quantity A' denoting either A'(s) or A(I) . This results in min~~min min the maximum lower bound on the asymptotic coding gain of the GST-TCM over the uncoded Golden code scheme AYi> n/Es,2 (12) /Mmn/sj Before we design the coding scheme, we briefly recall the set partition chain of the Golden code given in [12] .
The Golden subcodes -Let us consider a subcode gk C 9 for k = 1, ... , 4, obtained by gk = {XBk,X E gj}, (13) where
This provides the minimum square determinant 2k 6min (see Table I ). Following the track of [9] [10] [11] , we consider a partition tree of the Golden code of depth f (see Fig. 4 
Encoder structure - Fig. 3 shows the encoder structure of the proposed concatenated scheme. The input bits feed two encoders, an upper trellis encoder and a lower lattice encoder.
For two lattices Afo and Afo+±, we have the quotient group Aeo//Aeo+e with order Nc = |Afo/Afo0±+f = 4f, which corresponds to the total number of cosets of the sublattice Afo+± in the lattice Al 0. We assume that we have 4q input bits. The up-per encoder is a trellis encoder that operates on qi information bits. Given the relative partition depth X, we select a trellis code rate R, = nally add both coset leaders of cl and c2 modulo 2 to get c'. The q3 bits go through the 2Z8 encoder and generate vector 2u, u C Z8, which is added to c' (lifted to have integer components) and then mapped to the Golden codeword Xk.
We now focus on the structure of the trellis code to be used. We consider linear convolutional encoders over the quaternary alphabet Z4 = {0, 1, 2, 3}, in order to match the four way partitions. We assume the natural mapping between pairs of bits and quaternary symbols, i.e., 0 -> 00,1 -> 01, 2 -> 10, 3 -> 11. Let Q C Z4 denote the input symbol and a1, ... , af C Z4 denote the f output symbols generated by the generator polynomials g9 (D), ... ge(D) over Z4. Therefore, we focus on maximizing Asim in A'/. when selecting the trellis code labeling. We have the following:
Design criterion-The incoming and outgoing branches for each state should belong to different cosets that have the common father node as deep as possible in the partition tree. This guarantees that simple error events in the trellis give the largest contribution to A'
In order to fully satisfy the above criterion for a given relative partition level X, the minimum number of trellis states should be N, = 4t. In order to reduce complexity we will also consider trellis codes with fewer states. We will see in the following that the performance loss of these suboptimal codes (in terms of the above design rule) is marginal since Apar is dominating the code performance. Nevertheless, the optimization of Asim yields a performance enhancement. In fact, maximizing Asim has the effect of minimizing some other relevant term in the determinant spectrum.
Decoding -The decoder is structured as a typical TCM decoder, i.e., a Viterbi algorithm using a branch metric computer. The branch metric computer should output the distance of the received symbol from all the cosets of Afo+± in Al0.
Example -We use a three level partition Z8/L8 (fo = 0 and f = 3). The 16 and 64 state trellis codes using 16-QAM (E,1 = 2.5) gain 4.2 and 4.3 dB, respectively, over an uncoded Golden code (E,2= 1.5) on the slow fading channel at the rate of 6 bpcu.
We Performance of the proposed codes and the uncoded scheme with 6 bpcu is compared in Fig. 5 10-3. In the case os fast fading the same codes as above are compared in Fig. 6 . It is shown that the 16 and 64 state codes have the same performance and outperform the uncoded Golden code by about 4.5 dB at the FER of 10-3. By comparing the two figures we see that the performance over the slow fading channel is about 1.5dB better than the one over fast fading. Even if the diversity order in fast fading is larger this will only appear at a much lower error probability. We can conclude that concentrating on the coding gain, independently of the diversity order has a positive effect on the performance in the mid-range SNRs.
V. CONCLUSIONS In this paper, we presented a simple review of the Golden code, showing how the cyclic division algebra guarantees some optimal properties of the Golden code. We then developed a concatenated coding scheme for both slow and fast fading 2 x 2 MIMO systems based on OFDM. The inner code is the Golden code and the outer code is a trellis code. Lattice set partitioning is designed specifically to increase the minimum determinant of the Golden codewords, which label the branches of the outer~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. 
